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Reciprocal with patient

Transgressing social norms

start putting two fingers 

in someone's vagina […] 

you must look like a 

bumbling fool.
Mirrors patient vulnerability

really felt like I was raping 

somebody
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Transgressing social norms

Mitigated by personal or 

professional familiarity with 

intimacy

bumbling fool.

exposing personal life,

Objections; feeling party to abuse
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intimacy Objections; feeling party to abuse

If we're going to do it we might as well I feel like I need to lay on 

the line to a patient what 
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If we're going to do it we might as well 

do it now and get it out of the way the line to a patient what 

to expect.

'I am not going to ever see 

They would say, 'He probably enjoyed 

that PR because he was gay!'
As soon as it starts to 
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'I am not going to ever see 

that happen again, and 

certainly not on my patchHumour 

Desensitisation

that PR because he was gay!'become automated 

you stop being 

embarrassed or having 

any kind of personal 
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Desensitisation

Downplaying

Evoking necessity

Avoidance of personal pronouns

Setting personal/interpersonal boundaries

Portraying IE as shared activity

Empowerment through career progression
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there are other ways of 

sorting things out. But 

Avoidance of personal pronouns Empowerment through career progression

obviously you will 

understand that we need 
are they able to be thinking, 
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sorting things out. But 

just it's always been done 

that way

understand that we need 

to protect ourselves

are they able to be thinking, 

you know, 'What can I learn 

from this?' [Or are they 

thinking,] 'Gosh, I really don’t 

want to be doing this
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Chaperones as voyeurs

Gendered use of chaperones

Chaperones to protect doctor

Chaperones to empower patient

want to be doing this

Explanation / Theory
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Gendered use of chaperones

Performing IEs due to medical culture

Chaperones to empower patient

Performing IEs as part of a therapeutic relationship

Explanation / Theory
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Data Collection AnalysisData Collection Analysis

Sampling
Line-by-line coding 

emerging theory informs sampling; participant checking 

Interviews
N =38 doctors 

Differing grade/speciality 

7 from HIV/GUM In-depth qualitative interviews

Line-by-line coding 

Focused coding

Categorisation

Memo writing
7 from HIV/GUM

South East England
In-depth qualitative interviews

31.3 hours of data
Memo writing

Constant comparison
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Vulnerability
Fear and anxiety

Vulnerability

Going into an examination [My consultant said:] they He went “oh, I do love a the stakes are higher if it’s Going into an examination 

room with a woman when 

you're not very good at 

putting a speculum in is quite 

[My consultant said:] they 

don’t have the capacity; 

really felt like I was raping 

He went “oh, I do love a 

woman putting on a pair 

of plastic gloves.” I was 

just like: “Oh, god!”

the stakes are higher if it’s 

a genital examination.

putting a speculum in is quite 

terrifying.  You know that you 

have got to do this procedure 

and you don’t know whether 

you're going to be successful.Reciprocal with patient

Mirrors patient vulnerability

allegations

really felt like I was raping just like: “Oh, god!”

you're going to be successful.Reciprocal with patient

Diagnostic ability

Technical competence

Inflicting pain 

allegations

exposing personal life,

sexualisation 

Objections; feeling party to abuse Inflicting pain Objections; feeling party to abuse

I feel like I need to lay on 

the line to a patient what 
[My consultant] put the 

women at ease, and I basically 
if I am having an equal 

Sometimes I act a little bit 

the line to a patient what 

'I am not going to ever see 

[My consultant] put the 

women at ease, and I basically 

copied his style

if I am having an equal 

conversation with 

somebody then it makes 

it much less of a [power] 

paradigm Sometimes I act a little bit 

gayer to put the woman at 

ease

'I am not going to ever see 

that happen again, and 

certainly not on my patch

paradigm 

Using or subverting stereotypes

Observation and emulation

‘Doing my job well’

Setting personal/interpersonal boundaries

Portraying IE as shared activity

Empowerment through career progression

Continuity has gone, the ‘generalist’ has gone; I 

feel I only need to know enough gynae to deal 

‘Doing my job well’Empowerment through career progression

understand that we need 

the patient would have 

had more confidence in feel I only need to know enough gynae to deal 

with emergencies
understand that we need had more confidence in 

him if he bothered to look 

Chaperones to provide comfort

Chaperones for informality

Specialising the IE

Chaperones to protect doctor

Chaperones to empower patient

Implications

Specialising the IE

Not missing something

Chaperones to empower patient

Performing IEs as part of a therapeutic relationship
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